Mailbox Migrations
Cost effective, highly scalable self-service
mailbox migration

BitTitan MSPComplete® provides on-demand data migration services through a
fully automated cloud-based solution that you can access any time, from anywhere.
You can move mailbox data quickly and seamlessly, with zero user downtime. It
scales to handle projects of any size and empowers you to initiate your migrations
from anywhere—without taking your email systems offline.

Mailbox Migrations Simplified
BitTitan has long been regarded as the premier option for email migration, with the ability to migrate to and
from loads of platforms, including but not limited to Office 365, Exchange 2003+, Zimbra, Lotus Notes, and
Gmail. BitTitan automated email migrations are performed through the MSPComplete web-portal, so there’s no
hardware or software for our users to worry about, and no intrusive outside personnel coming into the workplace.
Best of all, Automated email migrations are performed through the MSPComplete is designed to completely
eliminate system downtime and lost user productivity from the migration process.

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS
MICROSOFT OFFICE 365

G SUITE

IMAP

EXCHANGE SERVER 2003*

GMAIL

POP*

EXCHANGE SERVER 2007+

GROUPWISE 7+*

OPEN XCHANGE

EXCHANGE SERVER 2010

LOTUS NOTES 6.5+*

ZIMBRA 6+*

*Source Only
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"What was going to be a complex and
messy project was simplified, done
ahead of time and well under budget!"
Loryan Strant
Director & Microsoft MVP, Paradyne

Easy to Use

Zero Deployment

Simple and effective mailbox migration solution.
Sign up, configure, purchase and submit migrations in
minutes with no prior experience or training required.

No software to download or install. No hardware to
deploy. Manage your migrations with MSPComplete
through your web browser.

Cost-Effective

Secure

Lower the total cost of migration projects,
regardless of size. Fixed pricing simplifies planning,
and we offer a volume discount for large numbers of
licenses purchased.

Automated migrations eliminate the need for human
interaction with mailbox data—providing secure
communication through SAS 70/PCI environments.

First-Class Support

Unlimited Scalability

Our knowledgeable support staff is available
twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week to assist
you with your migrations.

MSPComplete supports hundreds of thousands of
simultaneous migrations at any given time. Migrate
more data daily and shorten your timeframe. Don’t be
bottlenecked by worker throughput with other solutions.

Faster Migrations

Scripting and Integration

Decrease your migration times. Our technology has
moved hundreds of terabytes of data in under 48 hours.

Our platform can be fully scripted using PowerShell.
Automate the entire migration process. In addition, we
offer SOAP web services for custom integration.

24/7 Self-Service
Configure and start migrations twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week, anytime, anywhere.

Trusted Brand
BitTitan has migrated over 4 million end users
in nearly 150 countries.

21st Century Migration Solution
MSPComplete was built from the ground up to move
mailboxes to and from hosted environments. Network
communication is optimized for minimal network
chatter and resource usage.

Learn more about MSPComplete and get started free!

www.bittitan.com/mspcomplete/platform
About BitTitan
BitTitan is the global leader in Managed Services Automation, transforming technology
services providers into modern managed services providers. We create a world where
organizations can focus on what they do best; a world where people can focus on what
makes them successful. Our MSPComplete® platform empowers organizations to realize
their maximum potential through business process automation. Technology is invisible.
Companies work better. People are happier.
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